"By Hammer and Hand
All Arts do Stand."

Blacksmithing Tools

"Strike while the iron is hot"

Tongs

A. flat-jawed tongs
B. hollow bit tongs
C. pick-up tongs
D. side tongs
E. chisel tongs
F. link tongs
G. tool or box tongs

Hammers

A. ball peen
B. straight peen
C. cross peen
D. square faced

Sledges

E. cross peen
F. straight peen
G. double faced

Set Hammer

Set & Flatter

Top & Bottom Fullers

Top & Bottom Swages

Hardie Cut-off

Cold & Hot Chisels

Round & Square Punches

Forge

Fire Tools

Parts of the Anvil
A. Horn
B. Hardie Hole
C. Pritchel Hole

Header

Swage Block

Mandrels
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